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Columbus Dispatch / Blue Jackets' Mikko Koivu motivated by new team, new 
challenge and Stanley Cup quest 
Former Minnesota Wild captain aims to add leadership, experience and two-way skill to his first new 
NHL roster in 15 years. 
By Brian Hedger - October 13, 2020 
 

Center Mikko Koivu brings a wealth of experience to the Blue Jackets after playing all of his previous 15 
NHL seasons with the Minnesota Wild. 

He could have called it quits.  

That would have been relatively easy for Mikko Koivu to decide, after playing every minute of his 15-
year NHL career with the Minnesota Wild and proudly wearing the captain’s “C” on his jersey.  

After the Wild informed him that the 2019-20 season would be his last wearing their uniform, he could 
have skated away as one of those rare players who spends his entire career with one team.  

Instead, the 37-year-old veteran center is a Blue Jacket, having joined the other expansion franchise that 
came into the NHL in 2000-01 on a one-year contract worth $1.5 million. His motives for doing so are 
primarily twofold: proving that he’s still an effective NHL player and continuing to chase the Stanley Cup. 

“Playing hockey, you want to win,” said Koivu, who picked the Blue Jackets among contract offers from 
multiple teams. “I never got a chance to go far in the playoffs (in Minnesota). That’s my No. 1 goal as an 
individual, and I think you realize that more and more once you get a little more experience and you see 
the teams and players having that success as a team. That’s something that drives me right now and 
that’s the reason why I signed with Columbus.”  

It didn’t hurt that Jarmo Kekalainen is the Blue Jackets’ general manager. Kekalainen, who’s also Finnish, 
scouted Koivu closely in 2001 for the Ottawa Senators and has admired his countryman’s NHL career. 
The Senators took center Jason Spezza that year second overall, which worked out great, but the Wild 
got Koivu four picks later — two before the Blue Jackets took goalie Pascal Leclaire.  

Koivu has logged 1,028 regular-season games in the NHL and forged a reputation as one of the league’s 
top two-way centers. The past two years were challenging, with a torn ACL and meniscus in 2019 and a 
drop to the fourth line this past season, but Kekalainen sees a player driven to prove himself again.  

“I talked to Mikko at length,” Kekalainen said. “He is working extremely hard to get ready for this season 
and with that hunger to prove that he’s still a good player in this league. I know his work ethic. So he’s 
going to be in great shape coming in, and he’s 37 years old. There are guys in this league that have been 
very successful at that age and older than that, so if there’s anybody in this league that can play at that 
age, Mikko’s one of them, for sure.”    

If so, look for Koivu to start with the task of centering the Blue Jackets’ third line and, likely, helping out 
on one of the penalty-killing units. He is skilled at the faceoff circle, with a 54.2% career winning 
percentage on draws, and Kekalainen sees another benefit to him centering the third line.  

The player currently in that role, Boone Jenner, no longer needs to worry about being the first forward 
back on defense. Arguably the Jackets’ top forechecking force, Jenner will be free once again to wreak 
havoc on opponents trying to bring the puck out of their own zone.  

https://www.dispatch.com/story/sports/nhl/columbus-blue-jackets/2020/10/13/mikko-koivu-motivated-joining-blue-jackets-stanley-cup-chase/5967416002/
https://www.dispatch.com/story/sports/nhl/columbus-blue-jackets/2020/10/13/mikko-koivu-motivated-joining-blue-jackets-stanley-cup-chase/5967416002/
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That’s a playing style that suits Koivu, as well. The Jackets have formed a “hard to play against” identity 
the past few years and he’s eager to foster it — while contributing what he can offensively.   

“That’s one of the angles that I looked at with the teams that I was talking to,” said Koivu, who has 709 
career points on 205 goals and 504 assists. “They’ve been to the playoffs now for four straight years. 
They’ve played Tampa (the past two years), and, really, if you look at the games and look at the series, 
not just (the 2019 sweep), but also this year … it was very tight. Always, playing against (the Blue 
Jackets), it’s never an easy night.”  

Koivu plans to make it even less enjoyable.  

“(Their) team game, kind of a two-way game, grinding teams out, I believe that’s the way you build a 
successful team and organization,” he said. “That’s how you create your identity and that’s something I 
believe I can fit into.” 
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The Athletic / Are the Blue Jackets done making moves? What the rest of the 
offseason may hold 
By Aaron Portzline – October 13, 2020 
  

COLUMBUS, Ohio — The initial wave of free agency has passed and the Blue Jackets have made only one 
NHL-level acquisition, signing veteran third-line center Mikko Koivu to a one-year contract with $1.5 
million, plus bonuses. 

That move, coupled with the trade for second-line center Max Domi and Boone Jenner’s move back to 
the wing, will give the Blue Jackets a different look offensively. But has general manager Jarmo 
Kekäläinen done enough to boost this club offensively after it finished tied for 27th in the league in 
scoring? 

Put another way, is Kekäläinen finished? 

An NHL GM never shows his cards — it’s best to keep your counterparts guessing. But Kekäläinen 
couldn’t answer that question right now if he wanted to because the offseason picture is still coming 
into focus. 

On Sunday, Taylor Hall — the most sought-after forward on the market — surprised the hockey world by 
signing a one-year, $8 million offer with the Buffalo Sabres, an organization that has gone almost an 
entire decade (2011) since making the playoffs. 

That leaves a cluster of goal-scoring wingers still available: Mike Hoffman, Evgenii Dadonov and Erik 
Haula (Florida) and Mikael Granlund (Nashville), among others. 

Now that Hall’s off the board, those players — second and third choices all — could start flying off the 
shelves at any moment. 

Three things could compel Kekäläinen to jump back into the market: 

If any of those players remain on the market long enough that their term and salary demands start to 
dip, such that Columbus gets a “bargain.” 

If restricted free agent Pierre-Luc Dubois signs a new contract with the Blue Jackets and ends all risk of 
an offer sheet, giving Kekäläinen a clearer view of his budget. 

Any club seen as a potential candidate to sign Dubois to an offer sheet makes a big-ticket free-agent 
signing, thus taking them out of the offer-sheet business. 

But there’s a way beyond free agency — perhaps a more likely way — that Kekäläinen could still fortify 
the Blue Jackets’ top six. 

There are still several NHL teams with major salary-cap issues that need to unload players — actual 
contributing players, not just dead-weight contracts — and are coming up empty in their attempts to do 
so for fair market value. 

“There are teams that are in a little bit of dire straits, or whatever you want to call it, with their cap 
space,” Kekäläinen said. “I’m sure you’ve seen what’s happening there in the market.” 

https://theathletic.com/2131745/2020/10/12/are-the-blue-jackets-done-making-moves-what-the-rest-of-the-offseason-may-hold/
https://theathletic.com/2131745/2020/10/12/are-the-blue-jackets-done-making-moves-what-the-rest-of-the-offseason-may-hold/
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A quick perusal of CapFriendly.com shows four clubs — Anaheim, Arizona, St. Louis and Washington — 
as being over the salary cap, with several players still needing contracts for next season. Tampa Bay, 
with five players needing new contracts and only $2.8 million available, is the poster child for cap hell 
this offseason. 

At some point, those teams may have to bite down hard and make a deal they don’t want to make. This 
theory has prevailed among the NHL’s smaller-market teams for years, even though it’s been mostly 
wishful thinking. This year is an extreme situation, though. 

For example, what does Tampa Bay do with Tyler Johnson now that he has cleared waivers? The rest of 
the league balked at Johnson’s remaining contract (four years, $20 million), which means the Lightning 
will have to add a sweetener to get rid of him. 

Tyler Johnson and a first-round draft pick for a third-round pick? Tyler Johnson and a first-round pick for 
the other club’s top prospect (one who won’t count against the Lightning’s cap for a year or two)? 

And just getting rid of Johnson doesn’t solve the Lightning’s problems. Most project they need to lop 
$10 million worth of salary off their current roster, which means moving Johnson only gets them 
halfway to cap compliance. 

“There could be some opportunities down the line here if we keep the flexibility,” Kekäläinen said. “It 
could be that teams have to move money, and in order to move money, they have to move some really 
good players. 

“I think our flexibility will come in handy.” 

For now, though, that flexibility has a different benefit. 

Kekäläinen made it abundantly clear that concerns about an offer sheet being extended and signed by 
Dubois are what prompted his liquidation sale of third-pairing defensemen on Thursday. Ryan Murray 
and Markus Nutivaara were sold for pennies on the dollar (fifth-round draft pick, minor-league player) 
to New Jersey and Florida, respectively. 

Two days after the sell-off, Kekäläinen crowed a bit when speaking with reporters, sending signals across 
the league that the Blue Jackets were ready for any offer sheet. They were “vulnerable” before the 
Murray and Nutivaara trades and the Alexander Wennberg contract buyout, Kekäläinen said. 

The desire to keep that flexibility in play, so that they could respond to any offer sheet, is the reason 
their jump into the free-agent market was more a toe-dip than a full splash. 

“We had the guys that we targeted, and we spoke to their agents and in some cases the player himself,” 
Kekäläinen said. “But with the uncertainty of the contracts with the restricted free agents, even though 
it may look like we have a lot of cap space, we don’t. 

“We have to make sure we’re not vulnerable in any way for an offer sheet. We have to keep that cap 
space and flexibility so that nobody gets any silly ideas. We’re very well protected after the moves we 
made. We’re not vulnerable at all.” 

Kekäläinen is right about the team’s cap space being misleading. 
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We project the following forwards (14): Cam Atkinson, Emil Bemstrom, Oliver Bjorkstrand, Max Domi, 
Pierre-Luc Dubois, Nick Foligno, Liam Foudy, Mikhail Grigorenko, Boone Jenner, Mikko Koivu, Riley Nash, 
Gustav Nyquist, Eric Robinson and Alexandre Texier. 

We project the following defensemen (7): Vladislav Gavrikov, Scott Harrington, Seth Jones, Dean Kukan, 
Andrew Peeke, David Savard and Zach Werenski. 

And the two goaltenders: Joonas Korpisalo and Elvis Merzlikins. 

For that 23-man roster, the payroll stands at $63,216,667, or about $18 million below the NHL’s $81.5 
million cap for next season. 

But that figure does not include the new contracts for Dubois or Gavrikov. If we estimate Dubois at a $6 
million cap hit and Gavrikov at $2.5 million, that’s an additional $8.5 million, or $71,716,667. That’s still 
$9.8 million below the cap. 

The Blue Jackets have to do something with Brandon Dubinsky’s contract, but for now, it counts against 
the cap, a whopping $5.85 million. That’s $77,566,667, or about $4 million below the cap. 

It made sense to buy out the contracts of Scott Hartnell (2017) and Wennberg (2020), but a portion of 
those contracts are still on the books. Hartnell has one more year left on the buyout at $1.25 million and 
Wennberg is just getting started at $441,667. 

Including Dubinsky’s contract and the buyouts, and our projections for new contracts to Dubois and 
Gavrikov, the Blue Jackets are at $79,258,334, or $2,241,666 under the salary cap. 

Figuring a team’s salary cap is a bit like buying a car: It’s a shell game, where certain money can be 
moved here and adjusted there to make things fit. 

For instance: 

Teams are allowed to go 10 percent over the cap — $89.5 million this offseason — as long as they’re 
compliant when rosters set just before opening night. 

If the Blue Jackets need to fit Dubinsky’s salary on their cap before opening night, they could send 
multiple players (those who don’t need waivers) to the minor leagues before rosters set, then place 
Dubinsky on injured reserve or the long-term injury list (where his salary wouldn’t count against the cap) 
and recall those players the next day. 

There are many ways this can go over the coming weeks. The Blue Jackets may be finished, and they 
may not. Nobody can answer that question, not even Kekäläinen. All he can do is be flexible and ready. 
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1st Ohio Battery / The Best Fits: Analyzing The Top Three UFAs for the Blue 
Jackets' Needs  
By Jacob Nitzberg - October 13, 2020 

 

Jarmo Kekäläinen has one thing on his mind right now, and that's Pierre-Luc Dubois' contract. 

However, as that situation continues to develop, several big-name free agents have been snapped up. 
The Blue Jackets were in for Taylor Hall, but he elected to go to Buffalo on a 1-year, $8 million deal. Tyler 
Toffoli was another intriguing option, but he's now in Montreal after inking a deal for 4-years and $17 
million. 

The Blue Jackets aren't likely to make any moves until Dubois' contract is sorted, so they'll need to speed 
things up in that regard if they still want to improve their team via free agency. With that being said, 
here are three free agents who have yet to be signed that would fit well in Columbus. 

1. Mikael Granlund, C/LW 
Granlund is a playmaker and a dynamic center, although he's struggled in Nashville for the past two 
years. He also knows freshly-minted Blue Jackets Mikka Koivu very well. The two played in Minnesota 
together for seven seasons. 

In 540 NHL games, Granlund has tallied 111-241-352, including six seasons with 40 points or more. He's 
not a goalscorer by trade, but he has two seasons with 20 goals or more. After two tough seasons in 
Nashville, the 28-year-old will be looking to reclaim his game. 

2. Evgenii Dadonov, RW 
Dadonov has been a goal-scoring machine for the past three seasons. He's put up 81-101-182 since 
coming back from the KHL before the start of the 2017-18 season. The Russian winger has a wicked shot, 
which is exactly what the Blue Jackets need more of. 

At 5'11" and 185 pounds, he won't blow you away with his size, but he's scored 28-28-25 over his last 
three seasons, respectively. Dadonov also drives play when he's on the ice. His CF% in the last three 
seasons is 52.3%. 

3. Andreas Athanasiou, C 
You may remember that the Blue Jackets were close to acquiring Athanasiou at the trade deadline this 
past season. The deal fell through, but if the Blue Jackets still have interest, it'd be a good fit. Athanasiou 
is one of the fastest players in the NHL, and was able to find some offensive success over the past few 
seasons despite playing on some woeful Red Wings teams.  

With his blend of speed and skill, Athanasiou would fit in well in Columbus. His defensive game does 
need a bit of tinkering, which I'm sure head coach John Tortorella would be more than happy to provide. 

Who else do you think would be a good fit? Let us know in the comments below! 

  

https://www.1stohiobattery.com/columbus-blue-jackets-analysis/2020/10/5308/five-remaining-unrestricted-free-agents-that-would-fit-well-in-columbus
https://www.1stohiobattery.com/columbus-blue-jackets-analysis/2020/10/5308/five-remaining-unrestricted-free-agents-that-would-fit-well-in-columbus
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Columbus Dispatch / Michael Arace | Blue Jackets' center depth lends sense to 
forward lines 
By Michael Arace - October 14, 2020 
 

The Blue Jackets in the past week have traded away a former first-round pick, a former second-pair 
defenseman and top-six power forward, and they’ve bought out the contract of another former first-
round pick. They’ve also acquired, via trade, a second-line center and a bottom-six center — both of 
whom were former first-round picks.   

And then they rested. For now. The guess here is that general manager Jarmo Kekalainen isn’t finished 
dealing. The trade market will continue to percolate as salary cap-stressed teams look to shed contracts. 
And the free-agent season is far from over.  

Yet, even at this point, the composition of the Jackets’ lineup has already been subjected to something 
that is beyond a mere tweak. A lot of bodies have been moved in and out with the apparent purpose of 
strengthening the center position. On paper, the roster makes more sense.  

The Jackets are celebrating their 20th anniversary season and, it can be argued, they’ve never been 
stronger down the middle. Sometimes, if you wait long enough, you trip over something.  

In the middle of the last decade, Ryan Johansen, Brandon Dubinsky and Artem Anisimov were the 
Jackets’ top three centers. They combined for 286 points over a span of two seasons (2013-14 and 2014-
15). Strong. Mark Letestu and Derek MacKenzie provided depth and William Karlsson and Alexander 
Wennberg were up-and-coming. Not bad.  

With the recent acquisitions of Max Domi, fetched in a trade with Montreal, and Mikko Koivu, signed as 
a free agent, the Jackets are again deep down the middle with Pierre-Luc Dubois, Domi, Koivu, Riley 
Nash and Mikhail Grigorenko. It is probably the best group of centers the Jackets have ever had.  

Dubois has never scored 71 points, as Johansen once did. But would you trade Dubois at age 22 for 
Johansen at any age? Maybe for the 22-year-old Johansen. Maybe. But probably not.  

Domi is 25. He had 72 points two years ago. Dubinsky in his prime was a 50-point scorer who fit best on 
the third line. No contest.  

Koivu is 37 and has to prove his surgically repaired right knee is sound. He’s also a former All-Star and a 
longtime captain who’s still good for 0.5 points a game. As much as one might admire Anisimov, he is 
none of these things.  

We can quibble, but what is germane for the moment is the impact, on paper, of the recent acquisitions. 
If you trot out the forward lineups tomorrow, they might look something like this: Dubois centering 
Alexandre Texier and Cam Atkinson; Domi centering Gustav Nyquist and Oliver Bjorkstrand; Koivu 
centering Boone Jenner and Nick Foligno; Grigorenko centering Nash and Liam Foudy. 

It’s the little things that will mean a lot. This may be best expressed by Jenner’s situation. Our man Brian 
Hedger has written about how the Koivu acquisition allows Jenner to move back to the wing, where he 
is more comfortable and considerably more effective (as the first forechecker).  

https://www.dispatch.com/story/sports/nhl/columbus-blue-jackets/2020/10/14/max-domi-mikko-koivu-have-blue-jackets-looking-much-better-paper/5977219002/
https://www.dispatch.com/story/sports/nhl/columbus-blue-jackets/2020/10/14/max-domi-mikko-koivu-have-blue-jackets-looking-much-better-paper/5977219002/
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I’m betting that Jenner will be closer to 30 goals, his high-water mark in 2015-16, than he is to 11 goals, 
his total last season. Which is to say that when Jenner is your third-line left wing rather than your 
second-line center, you have to be a better team. Rocket science!  

Next, faceoffs. The Jackets ranked 26th in the league in faceoff win percentage — and they would have 
been even worse (!) if not for Jenner, who won 55.2% of his draws. Domi (career faceoff win percentage 
of .461) is solid and Koivu (career .542) is a legend. While it’s true that the best faceoff teams are the 
ones whose wingers are first to the puck, the additions of Domi, Koivu and Grigorenko (who won 57.8% 
of his faceoffs last year) create a new dynamic up and down the forward lines. Imagine: Starting with 
possession more often than not. It's inconceivable. 

Domi and Koivu bring playmaking and power-play punch to a team that ranked near the bottom of the 
league in goals scored and power-play conversions. In fact, for their careers, Domi and Koivu have a 
man-advantage scoring rate that is about the same as Atkinson’s. Imagine: Two power-play units that 
are a threat. It's unfathomable. 

Now we wait for Dubois (and Vladislav Gavrikov) to be extended, and for Kekalainen’s next move on an 
acquisition. In the meantime, a tip of the kepi is in order for defenseman Ryan Murray, who was traded 
last week to the New Jersey Devils for reasons of salary-cap management. 

Murray was a No. 2 overall draft pick and, over seven years and 347 games, he had 110 points and a 
plus-13 in Columbus. He will only narrowly miss being named to the Jackets’ 20th anniversary team. One 
wonders how good he could have been without the ill luck he had with injuries. But when he did suit up, 
he was one of the best the team ever had. Solid dude. Good luck to him. Knock wood. 
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Columbus Dispatch / Blue Jackets have options to manage the final year of 
Brandon Dubinsky's contract 
Columbus GM Jarmo Kekalainen can stow the deal on long-term injured reserve, trade it away or just 
eat it. 
By Brian Hedger - October 14, 2020 
 

Center Brandon Dubinsky did not play a game for the Blue Jackets in the 2019-20 season because of a 
chronic wrist injury. His salary cap hit is $5.85 million. 

It’s starting to feel like Brandon Dubinsky has played his final game for the Blue Jackets.  

In fact, after the veteran center showed no signs of improvement from a wrist injury that sidelined him 
for the entire 2019-20 season, that seems like a foregone conclusion.   

If he is done in Columbus, how should general manager Jarmo Kekalainen handle the final year of 
Dubinsky's contract, which costs $5.85 million against the NHL’s $81.5 million salary cap for next 
season?  

Here are three options:  

Long-term injured reserve 
A number of teams have utilized this portion of the NHL’s collective bargaining agreement in the past. 
The league’s flat cap could result in a sharp increase in its use.  

Long-term injured reserve provides relief over the cap for players such as Dubinsky, who are out for a 
long, often indefinite period. The tactic can be used only by teams whose cap number will exceed the 
ceiling by including the injured player, and the amount of relief is determined by how much room the 
team has left.  

If the Jackets were $850,000 under the cap before placing Dubinsky on long-term injured reserve, for 
example, they would be allowed to exceed the cap by $5 million instead of the full $5.85 million. This is 
important in Dubinsky’s case, because it’s unknown whether the team has decided on its own cap on 
salaries.  

If an internal cap keeps the Blue Jackets’ payroll at $5.85 million or more beneath the league’s cap, they 
wouldn’t gain anything by putting him on long-term injured reserve. Cap flexibility might come in handy 
at the trade deadline, but only if Kekalainen is cleared to spend up to the league’s $81.5 million ceiling.  

He declined to reveal the team’s internal budget when asked Saturday.  

Trade Dubinsky 
Kekalainen has used the trade market before to eliminate dead weight and might be able to swing 
another deal for Dubinsky.  

The stagnant cap is already causing GMs to sweat, as some are running out of room without a full 23-
man roster under contract. According to CapFriendly.com, six teams have already surpassed the cap 
ceiling and none has a full assortment of players yet.   

https://www.dispatch.com/story/sports/nhl/columbus-blue-jackets/2020/10/14/blue-jackets-have-options-final-year-brandon-dubinsky-contract/5978269002/
https://www.dispatch.com/story/sports/nhl/columbus-blue-jackets/2020/10/14/blue-jackets-have-options-final-year-brandon-dubinsky-contract/5978269002/
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The Ottawa Senators, meanwhile, are $6.5 million beneath the league’s lower limit of $60.2 million and 
might be open to a trade that gets them cap-compliant at the bottom end of the salary spectrum. It 
should be noted, however, that they also have four unsigned restricted free agents.  

The Tampa Bay Lightning is among the most in need of cap relief at the top end, after 30-year-old center 
Tyler Johnson cleared waivers last week without another team willing to absorb his contract. Johnson 
has four years left to go with a $5 million cap hit.  

Could the Blue Jackets swing a deal with Tampa Bay, which could then place Dubinsky on long-term 
injured reserve and gain some cap relief after the signing three key RFAs of its own?   

That's possible, but Dubinsky’s deal has only one year left, so that relief would be available only in 2020-
21.  

Eat the contract 
If no trade happens and long-term injured reserve isn’t an option, the Blue Jackets will absorb the final 
year of Dubinsky’s deal and use the cap space next year.  

Should this happen, without using long-term injured reserve, that would be a strong indication that 
Kekalainen is working under an internal payroll restriction. It would also explain why the Jackets’ large 
cap space — roughly $13 million — isn’t as large as it may seem. That money is primarily for re-signing 
restricted free agents Pierre-Luc Dubois and Vladislav Gavrikov, who could soak up $10 million or more 
combined. 
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The Athletic / NHL will cash in on new TV, streaming rights deals despite 2020 
ratings decline 
By Bill Shea – October 13, 2020 
 

The strange and unprecedented sports season roiled by a ratings-gobbling pandemic could actually give 
the National Hockey League a boost in its talks for its next national U.S. television rights deal, according 
to an industry insider. 

“It might actually bolster the NHL’s case. Even with some of its worst numbers of all time, it helped 
NBCSN to one of its best-ever third quarters. (NBC was) better off having the NHL than it would have 
been otherwise,” said Sports Media Watch founder Jon Lewis, who has monitored and analyzed sports 
audience ratings since 2006. 

Talks are ongoing to extend the NHL’s 10-year, $2 billion broadcast rights deal with NBC that ends after 
the 2021 season. The league’s 12-year, $4.9 billion Canadian TV rights contract with Rogers 
Communications ends in 2026. 

Typically, television ratings and audience numbers – both traditional TV viewership and now streaming 
data – are a backbone of broadcast rights talks. The bigger the audience, the more a network can charge 
advertisers for commercials during games – something that applies to the league’s national TV deals and 
the local market rights that individual teams sell to regional sports networks. 

That template was largely wrecked in 2020 for a domino-effect of reasons triggered by the pandemic. 

COVID-19 forced a halt to live sports in mid-March, and leagues soon rolled out plans to eventually 
return for fan-less games. The NHL opted for “bubble” cities in Toronto and Edmonton for a 24-team 
return-to-play playoff tournament. 

The NBA, MLB and other sports and leagues deployed their own plans in bids to get back on television. 
Broadcast rights are the largest source of revenue for almost all leagues and sports, although some rely 
almost as much on ticket sales and corporate advertising. 

What the return-to-play efforts meant was a bunch of sports being played concurrently that had never 
done so, and then had to face the audience behemoth that is the National Football League beginning in 
September. 

“The NFL absorbs all the attention from everybody. The NFL is top of mind every day. It doesn’t matter if 
there’s no game. It takes up all the oxygen,” Lewis said. “So it’s not a surprise to me the numbers had 
been kind of soft.” 

Competition from other sports, along with factors such as fans dealing with COVID-19 illness and deaths, 
unemployment, the divisive presidential election (and endless coverage), nationwide social justice 
protests, the cord-cutting trend, and natural disasters such as the Western states wildfires and 
hurricanes in the South, made for a witches’ brew that sapped audience numbers. 

Those things don’t last, said veteran TV analyst and consultant Lee Berke, president and CEO of 
Scarsdale, N.Y.-based LHB Sports, Entertainment & Media Inc. He has clients across the major leagues. 

https://theathletic.com/2132998/2020/10/12/nhl-will-cash-in-on-new-tv-streaming-rights-deals-despite-2020-ratings-decline/
https://theathletic.com/2132998/2020/10/12/nhl-will-cash-in-on-new-tv-streaming-rights-deals-despite-2020-ratings-decline/
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“Competition from politics and competition from other sports you’re not supposed to be up against, it’s 
a once in a blue moon-type situation,” he said. “There’s going to be erosion and cannibalization of 
ratings.” 

Those factors are here for now, however, and the impact on NHL audience numbers was stark. 

The Stanley Cup Finals between the Tampa Bay Lightning and Dallas Stars, played entirely at Edmonton’s 
Rogers Place arena, averaged 2.15 million viewers on cable and streaming over its six games, a decline of 
61 percent from last year’s 5.47 million for the St. Louis Blues’ seven-game series win over the Boston 
Bruins. 

The 2020 finals featured two of the southern-most NHL teams and no Canadian or Original Six clubs, 
which observers say likely siphoned some viewership, too. 

The entire Stanley Cup bubble playoff averaged a 0.54 rating and 953,000 viewers on NBC’s TV and 
streaming services, Sports Media Watch reported, and that was a 39 percent decline from 2018-19 
when the postseason saw a 0.87 rating and 1.53 million audience average. 

Games were played during the daytime and some were up against other TV sports – eventually including 
college and NFL football. 

The Lightning’s Game 6 victory had the lowest TV ratings and viewership for a Stanley Cup-clinching 
game in at least 20 years, Lewis said. The game aired against the Kansas City Chiefs-Baltimore Ravens on 
Monday Night Football, which had an audience of 14 million versus 2.8 million for hockey. 

Overall, the Stanley Cup playoffs this year were the least-watched in a decade. But that has not soured 
NBC on hockey at all, apparently. The network declined to address specific questions but provided an 
emailed statement. 

“We love our partnership with the NHL and hope to continue it for a long time to come,” NBC Sports 
Group said. During its years airing NHL games, the network has seen overall ratings increases and it has 
introduced successful promotions and programming such as the Winter Classic and Hockey Day in 
America. 

The season prior to the pandemic, NBC Sports averaged 424,000 viewers for its NHL broadcasts – a 2 
percent boost over 2017-18. This season, before the pandemic, the average was 398,000 for an 
incomplete regular-season slate. 

So how much more money will the NHL get from NBC? Now, it averages $200 million a year while the 
NBA – which also has 82-game regular seasons for teams but higher overall ratings – gets a combined 
$2.7 billion annually from ESPN, ABC and Turner Sports. 

“I think the NHL will get a nice, solid bump in its rights fees,” Lewis said, without going into specific 
numbers. 

He noted that NHL Commissioner Gary Bettman has signaled that the next U.S. TV deal could be broken 
up across multiple networks, not unlike the NFL, NBA and MLB, and that games are likely to be spread 
across cable and streaming. 

“For reasons that have been in place long before COVID, you might see a shift in how these games are 
presented,” Lewis said. “We could see a shift away from traditional cable.” 
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ESPN, Fox Sports, and Turner Sports are reportedly interested in getting a share of the NHL’s TV and 
streaming business. 

The NHL did not respond to requests for comment. 

The pandemic and other 2020 wildness hasn’t stopped other networks from landing big rights fee 
increases. 

“Nothing here has been hurt, including rights fees,” Berke said. He noted that MLB in September struck 
a reported seven-year, $3.7 billion rights extension with Turner Sports for 2022-28, which is a 65 percent 
increase over the current deal. 

Politics and social justice efforts aren’t really a factor in NHL ratings and contract talks, particularly 
because the league has been a lower-key player in those spaces compared to other sports, Lewis said, 
adding that Nielsen data is a poor proxy for social justice ripple effects because the numbers are 
ultimately intended for TV ad sales rather than to gauge fan opinion. 

He also noted that the networks and leagues appear to have discovered that sports, particularly so-
called jewel or marquee events such as the Stanley Cup Finals, are tied to tradition and that most 
Americans simply aren’t committed sports fans, i.e. viewing isn’t a deeply held conviction. 

“They probably didn’t realize how much viewing is tied to force of habit. People are not climbing their 
way back,” Lewis said. 

Another pandemic ripple effect benefitting the NHL and live sports in general is that much of the 
entertainment industry was forced to halt production. With Hollywood limited in what it can produce, 
there’s a lack of scripted and other fresh content, and the networks are using sports to fill those holes in 
their lineup. That has meant games and events being simulcast on several channels. 

“The networks have become de facto sports networks. There’s nothing else to show that’s original,” 
Berke said. “CBS revived the Sunday Night Movie. You’ve reached the bottom of the barrel with what 
you can put on the air.” 

Because the pandemic continues to sicken and kill Americans, it’s unclear when things will return to 
normal, such as fans in the stands, a full schedule, and seasons starting at their traditional time. The TV 
audience analysts say the effects of 2020 are temporary but express some caution until they see so-
called normal again. 

“It doesn’t mean there is nothing to be worried about at all, but I’d be very hesitant to draw any major 
conclusion for any of these sports based on the biggest anomaly in the history of this industry,” Lewis 
said. 
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Sportsnet.ca / NHL’s top 20 remaining UFAs of 2020: Latest rumours, reports 
By Emily Sadler – October 13, 2020 
 

We’re a few days into free agency, and we’ve seen plenty of players sign on the dotted line – some we 
saw coming, and others… not so much. 

    It's been a challenging year for NHL free agents. A few ended up taking less term and/or dollars than 
they'd been offered before Oct. 9. 

    The squeeze is really on now with over 90% of the league's cap dollars already spent and numerous 
teams looking to trade contracts. 

    — Chris Johnston (@reporterchris) October 12, 2020 

But while plenty of big-name free agents have agreed to terms with their new clubs, there’s still lots of 
talent up for grabs as general managers work to better their rosters – including the No. 1 UFA out there. 

Here’s a revised, revamped, and re-ranked list of the best players available right now, plus the latest on 
where things stand. 

1. Alex Pietrangelo, D, St. Louis Blues 
Age: 30 
2019-20 cap hit: $6.5 million 

Update: Since the publication of this story, news broke of Pietrangelo’s signing with the Vegas Golden 
Knights. Details of that deal can be found here. 

2. Mike Hoffman, LW/RW, Florida Panthers 
Age: 30 
2019-20 cap hit: $5.1875 million 

His strong performance through four games against the Islanders – three goals and five points – should 
make him a popular player among teams looking for another scorer to contend, though clubs will likely 
be wary of bidding wars here as he’s a candidate for a contract that doesn’t age well. 

3. Evgenii Dadonov, RW, Florida Panthers 
Age: 30 
2019-20 cap hit: $4 million 

Dadonov quietly put up back-to-back 28-goal campaigns down in Florida, tallying 65 and 70 points in his 
past two seasons, and a scoring spree in January had him just three goals shy of that total through 69 
games this season. A quiet post-season didn’t do his stock any favours, but he’s one of the more low-key 
intriguing names to watch as one of the league’s most underrated sharpshooters. A short-term deal 
feels like the most logical move here. 

4. Mikael Granlund, C/LW, Nashville Predators 
Age: 27 
2019-20 cap hit: $5.75 million 

With a flat cap and a down year on the stat sheet, Granlund could be a strong candidate for a short-term 
deal somewhere to get him back to his playmaking ways. 

https://www.sportsnet.ca/hockey/nhl/nhls-top-20-ufas-2020-latest-rumours-reports/
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5. Travis Hamonic, D, Calgary Flames 
Age: 29 
2019-20 cap hit: $3.857 million 

Hamonic has been a steady presence in Calgary and would no doubt be a smart signing for Treliving to 
make. The GM has a little more cap flexibility than some of his NHL peers, but how much will he devote 
to his blue line? He made a splash by bringing in No. 1 netminder Jacob Markstrom, and with T.J. Brodie 
now off to Toronto, what does that mean for Hamonic? 

Hamonic’s Manitoba roots, combined with the Jets’ blue line needs, makes Winnipeg a potential match. 
The club just re-signed Dylan DeMelo, and likely aren’t done addressing defence. 

6. Ilya Kovalchuk, LW, Washington Capitals 
Age: 36 
2019-20 cap hit: $700,000 

Montreal’s Kovalchuk experiment got off to a great start — the veteran proved he’s still got a little 
magic left in him, and his success looked even better with a $700,000 price tag attached — and saw the 
club flip him to the contending Capitals for a profit at the deadline. He fell flat in the playoffs with 
Washington, but it feels likely this wasn’t the last we’ve seen of Kovalchuk in le bleu, blanc et rouge. 
He’s a strong candidate to return to Montreal as a free agent on another low-cost contract. 

7. Erik Haula, C/LW, Florida Panthers 
Age: 28 
2019-20 cap hit: $2.75 million 

A string of injuries has hindered Haula’s ability to match the success he had with the Golden Knights in 
2017-18, and he wasn’t able to strike up any chemistry with the Panthers upon being traded to Florida 
at the deadline. There’s no doubt he’s been a much-loved and valuable member of each team he’s 
played on, but durability will factor into his next deal. 

8. Carl Soderberg, C, Arizona Coyotes 
Age: 35 
2019-20 cap hit: $4.75 million 

A resurgence in 2018-19 saw him just one point shy of 50 points on the season while scoring a career-
high 23 goals with the Colorado Avalanche and he wasn’t too far off pace to do it again when the season 
stopped back in March. Effective also as a winger, Soderberg should be a strong target for teams seeking 
a reliable, versatile third-line centre. 

9. Anthony Duclair, LW, Ottawa Senators 
Age: 25 
2019-20 cap hit: $1.65 million 

Duclair’s status went from RFA to UFA after the Senators did not extend a qualifying offer to their 
leading goal-scorer as the two sides couldn’t agree to terms on a new deal. Coming off a career-high 23 
goals after re-finding his stride as a Senator, the speedy 25-year-old should have plenty of options as he 
determines his next destination as one of the top wingers still on the market. 
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10. Sami Vatanen, D, Carolina Hurricanes 
Age: 29 
2019-20 cap hit: $4.875 million 

His long injury history is likely why he’s still available, but there’s always a market for smooth-skating 
rearguards. Clubs who were in on Tyson Barrie or T.J. Brodie could be teams to look at here. 

11. Andreas Athanasiou, LW, Edmonton Oilers 
Age: 26 
2019-20 cap hit: $3 million 

Athanasiou wasn’t extended a qualifying offer by Edmonton, setting the speedy winger loose on the 
open market. He’s just one year removed from a 30-goal season. 

12. Alex Galchenyuk, C, Minnesota Wild 
Age: 26 
2019-20 cap hit: $4.9 million 

Injuries and inconsistencies saw Galchenyuk struggle last season, and while he’s not far removed from 
his 50-point days, the current economic crunch in the league will likely prevent more teams from taking 
a chance on a rebound season for him. But still, the potential is there for him to be a real steal if he finds 
the right fit. 

13. Derick Brassard, C/LW, New York Islanders 
Age: 33 
2019-20 cap hit: $1.2 million 

His 10 goals and 32 points through 66 games with the Islanders gave us a glimpse of the Brassard we 
knew with the Rangers and Senators. He fit in well on Long Island, and could find similar success on a 
short-term pact elsewhere. 

14. Corey Perry, RW, Dallas Stars 
Age: 35 
2019-20 cap hit: $1.5 million 

He may not be the Scorey Perry he once was, but the veteran winger came up clutch for the Stars in the 
playoffs this summer and was a thorn in opponents’ sides all post-season. 

15. Joe Thornton, C, San Jose Sharks 
Age: 41 
2019-20 cap hit: $2 million 

Thornton has signed one-year deals with San Jose the past three off-seasons, but might his search for a 
Stanley Cup lead him elsewhere this time around? 

16. Zdeno Chara, D, Boston Bruins 
Age: 43 
2019-20 cap hit: $2 million 

Similar to the setup between Joe Thornton and the Sharks, Chara and the Bruins have collaborated on 
one-year deals the past two seasons to keep Big Z in the Spoked B. 
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Sounds like a situation that — again, like Thornton and the Sharks — will take time as both player and 
team determine the next step. 

“There’s communication between the two sides and again I’ve had a great deal of communication with 
Zdeno and his representative Matt Keator, to make sure there is no ambiguity in terms of that. And 
whatever Zee decides to do, ultimately, he’ll tell us,” Bruins general manager Don Sweeney told 
reporters Saturday via Zoom. “We’ll react accordingly to that. We have our own feelings as to where 
these things will go. We’ve certainly relayed them. We’ll continue to relay them. As I’ve mentioned 
before, he’s an iconic player, a person and a leader, and things that we want to make sure that we’re 
dealing with this with the utmost respect as we try to treat all our players with and communicate it as 
effectively as possible. 

17. Colin Wilson, C/LW, Colorado Avalanche 
Age: 30 
2019-20 cap hit: $2.6 million 

His 2019-20 season was limited to just nine games as he’s been sidelined by injury, but when healthy 
Wilson can provide solid depth scoring down the centre or on the wing. 

18. Matt Martin, LW, New York Islanders 
Age: 31 
2019-20 cap hit: $2.5 million 

Lou Lamoriello has twice acquired Martin – first as a free agent in Toronto and then via trade upon 
landing in New York’s front office, bringing the gritty forward back to Long Island. Will he make it three? 

    Things can change quickly but looks like Derick Brassard and Matt Martin will test the UFA waters. 

19. Patrick Marleau, C/LW, Pittsburgh Penguins 
Age: 41 
2019-20 cap hit: $700,000 

Marleau is fifth on the NHL’s career games played list (1,723) and is just 45 games behind the legendary 
Gordie Howe’s all-time record. 

He returned to the Sharks last season after a few years in Toronto, and it sounds like he’ll be back in teal 
soon: 

“Players of that nature and the respect for them, where they’re at in their career and what they’ve 
meant to this franchise, treating them with great respect is something that’s extremely important to us 
and our organization,” Wilson said Friday, via The Mercury News‘ Curtis Pashelka. “Hopefully we’ll have 
some news in that area in the next little while.” 

20. Conor Sheary, RW/LW, Pittsburgh Penguins 
Age: 28 
2019-20 cap hit: $3 million 

A short reunion with the Penguins this past spring after winning back-to-back Stanley Cups alongside 
Sidney Crosby & Co, Sheary looks like a prime candidate for a one-year show-me deal to get his numbers 
back on track. 
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The Athletic / Down Goes Brown: The best and worst cap-era UFA deals of every 
length 
By Sean McIndoe – October 14, 2020 
 

We’re a few days into free agency, and most of the bigger names have found landing spots. The flat cap 
made for some tight fits, and we saw lower AAVs on many deals than we’d thought. But even though it 
was October instead of July, the last few days still had plenty of the “who’ll go where” intrigue that fans 
love. 

But one thing was missing: Deals of varying lengths. Aside from Torey Krug and Alex Pietrangelo, 
virtually everybody was getting short-term contracts, most of them for only one or two years. It was a 
noticeable difference from previous years, where deals would span the range from short-term to long to 
way-too-long. 

It’s always fun to come up with lists of the best and worst signings, and I’ve certainly made my share. 
This time, I wanted to take a different angle. So today, we’re going to try to figure out the best and 
worst free-agent deals of the cap era for each specific length. One year, two years, and so on down the 
line. 

To be clear, we’re looking for UFA deals where a player changed teams. Teams almost always get good 
value out of RFAs, who are close to their prime and don’t have much leverage, and players who re-sign 
with a team they’re already playing for will usually leave some money on the table. We want those 
signings where a team drops a big bag of money on a table and says “Join us.” For our purposes, that will 
include cases where a pending UFA’s negotiation rights were acquired in the days before the market 
opening, as long as it was by a team they hadn’t played for before. 

(Please read that last paragraph again before you go into the comments and just post the name of some 
other player with a question mark at the end and nothing else. Please? I even bolded the important 
part. You won’t, will you? Awesome, can’t wait.) 

We’ll start with one-year deals and work our way up to the longer ones, recognizing both the best and 
worst. Spoiler alert: One of those categories gets harder as we go, and the other does not. 

One-year deals 
We’ll start off with the easiest one. Or so I thought because it turns out that at least until this year, one-
year deals are fairly rare in free agency. That makes sense – if you’ve made it all the way to the open 
market, you’re going to want to try to land some term. One-year deals are for the depth guys or the 
veterans who may not play more than one more season. The big names, for the most part, aren’t 
interested. 

Still, we see some from time-to-time, including Kevin Shattenkirk last year and Robin Lehner in each of 
the last two. Those worked out pretty well, and of course, Taylor Hall just went for a one-year prove-it 
deal in Buffalo. But I’m going to go in a different direction for my pick for the best one-year UFA deal 
ever. 

Best deal: Marian Hossa, one year at $7.45 million with the Red Wings, 2008 

Hossa didn’t come cheap – at over 13 percent of the cap, his AAV would translate to north of $10 million 
today. But his willingness to sign a one-year deal in the prime of his career was the key to finding a fit 
with the defending champs in Detroit. He reportedly turned down a five-year offer to stay in Pittsburgh 
because he thought he had a better chance of winning a Cup with the Wings. 

https://theathletic.com/2130670/2020/10/13/down-goes-brown-the-best-and-worst-cap-era-ufa-deals-of-every-length/
https://theathletic.com/2130670/2020/10/13/down-goes-brown-the-best-and-worst-cap-era-ufa-deals-of-every-length/
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OK, that part didn’t work out great, as those same Penguins beat Hossa’s Red Wings that spring. Still, 
you have to give him credit for taking his swing, and he did his part with a 40-goal season before 
heading back to the market in 2009. 

On the flip side, there aren’t a ton of candidates for truly awful one-year deals because… well, they’re 
one year. Most veterans on expiring deals can be flipped at the deadline for at least a pick, and the 
absolute worst-case scenario is that the guy is a complete bust and you free up some cap space at the 
end of the year. 

My first thought here was Alexander Semin’s $7-million deal with the Hurricanes in 2012, but he played 
pretty well on that one – it was the subsequent extension that blew up on Carolina. I’m not going to pick 
on Jack Johnson and the Rangers. So instead, I’ll let recency bias kick in and go with a signing from last 
year. 

Worst deal: Wayne Simmonds, one year at $5 million with the Devils, 2019 

This deal was signed back when the Devils had just drafted Jack Hughes and traded for P.K. Subban and 
we all thought they’d be good. They weren’t, and neither was Simmonds, and while they were able to 
trade him at the deadline, all they got was a fifth. So not great. But still, far from any kind of a disaster, 
because one-year deals are virtually no-risk scenarios. 

Two-year deals 
If anything, two-year deals for big-name players are even harder to come by than one-year signings. 
After all, the thinking might go, if you’re going to take short-term then you may as well go really short 
and get ready to hit the market again in a season’s time. And if you want security, two years doesn’t 
really offer much. 

We do see some two-year deals, of course, especially to older players. Justin Williams did it twice, with 
the Capitals in 2015 and again with the Hurricanes in 2017, and both worked out well. Dan Hamhuis was 
solid for the Stars in 2016, and at least OK with the Predators in 2019. And Johnny Oduya was a solid add 
for the Stars in 2015. 

But my pick for the best two-year deal is going to be one that I’m not completely sold on, but have to 
choose just for the magnitude of it. 

Best deal: Peter Forsberg, two years at $5.75 million with the Flyers, 2005 

This was one of the very first big signings of the cap era, with the 32-year-old former MVP jumping from 
the Avs to the Flyers team that had originally drafted him. The deal looks like a bargain to today’s eyes, 
as a guy who was at least in the conversation for the best two-way player got less than $6 million. But 
while Forsberg’s injury history kept the term short, that cap hit took up nearly 15 percent of the Flyers’ 
space – the equivalent to someone signing for over $12 million today. We’re talking McDavid money. 

Did it work out? Pretty much, yeah. Forsberg missed games, but he was excellent when he did play, 
racking up 75 points in 60 games in year one and a point-a-game in year two before being traded to the 
Predators for a nice haul. 

The candidates for worst two-year deals is a little longer than the best category, and mostly made up of 
veteran gambles that didn’t pay off, like Danny Briere to the Habs in 2013, Mathieu Schneider to the 
Ducks in 2007, Alexei Kovalev to the Senators in 2009, and maybe Dan Boyle to the Rangers in 2014. 
That’s never great, but again, at just a two-season commitment none of these deals really ruined 
anyone. Neither did my pick for the worst deal. 

Worst deal: Steve Mason, two years at $4.1 million with the Jets, 2017 
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This one was always a little weird, coming on the heels of Connor Hellebuyck establishing himself as the 
full-time starter. The Jets were looking for some insurance, but it turns out they didn’t need it – 
Hellebuyck blossomed into a Vezina finalist in 2017-18, Mason only started 12 games, and was traded, 
bought out and retired one year after signing this deal. 

Three-year deals 
We’re getting into the territory where teams are taking on bigger risks, especially with older players. But 
we’ve still seen some signings that worked out well, including Mike Green with the Red Wings in 2015 
and Adam Foote with the Blue Jackets in 2005. One year in, the Stars’ deal with Joe Pavelski might be 
headed to this category too. But my pick for the best three-year UFA signing goes back a few seasons. 

Best deal: Eric Staal, three years at $3.5 million with the Wild, 2016 

Staal had just been one of the big deadline prizes, going from Carolina to the Rangers. But he hadn’t lit it 
up in New York, prompting some whispers that he might be done. He signed a surprisingly cheap deal 
with the Wild, then put up three productive seasons before re-upping last summer. 

On the worst side, the danger of paying for past performance starts showing up here, as we find 
regrettable signings like Jarome Iginla with the Avalanche in 2014 and Ilya Kovalchuk with the Kings two 
years ago. Paul Kariya’s $6-million deal was a big price for the Blues in 2007 and didn’t really pay off 
because he didn’t stay healthy. But I’ll go with one that hits closer to home for me. 

Worst deal: Patrick Marleau, three years at $6.25 million with the Leafs, 2017 

Everyone could see the risk coming the moment the deal was signed. As a young team with multiple 
stars on entry-level deals, the Leafs had a two-year window where they had cap room to work with. 
Spending a big chunk of it on a veteran leader with some gas still in the tank made sense. But the Leafs 
gave Marleau a third year on a deal they couldn’t buy out, creating an inevitable crunch for 2019-20. 
Marleau played OK, and the youngsters loved him, but a capped-out Leafs front office had to surrender 
a first-round pick to dig out of a scenario everyone knew was likely to happen. 

Four-year deals 
The success/failure ratio continues to dip, although maybe not as much as you’d think – four years 
seems to be the cutoff where a GM is still trying to balance term and cap hit, and hasn’t slipped 
completely into “screw it, this will be the next guy’s problem” mode. 

So we can find some nice deals, like Marc Savard going to the Bruins for a $5 million AAV in 2006. Paul 
Stastny didn’t light it up like a $7-million player with the Blues after signing in 2014, but he helped a 
young team along and was consistently productive for the entire length of the deal. And while the jury’s 
still out on Semyon Varlamov and the Islanders, year one was a strong start. But as it turns out, the best 
deal here isn’t all that hard to find, as long as you dig back far enough. 

Best deal: Scott Niedermayer, four years at $6.75 million with the Ducks, 2005 

The first true monster deal of the cap era, and it worked out brilliantly. Despite how you may remember 
it, Niedermayer wasn’t exactly a bargain – his AAV took up over 17 percent of the Ducks’ cap, the 
equivalent to paying someone over $14 million today. But he was worth every penny, and the Ducks 
have a Cup banner to show for it. 

As for the bad deals, my original pick was Nikolai Khabibulin in Edmonton in 2009, and I gave some 
consideration to Michael Nylander in Washington in 2007 and Matt Beleskey in Boston in 2015. At one 
point I’d pencilled in Cristobal Huet with Chicago in 2008. And of course, we can’t forget Jeff Finger with 
the Leafs. But ultimately, I don’t think this one is all that difficult. 
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Worst deal: Sean Avery, four years at $3.875 million with the Stars, 2008 

No, the dollar value isn’t as high as other deals, although at the equivalent of $5.5 million on today’s 
cap, it’s not cheap. But Avery lasted just two months in Dallas before he was suspended by the league 
and sent home by the team. He was waived later that season, having played just 23 games for the Stars. 

Five-year deals 
We’re petty much at the point where there are only two types of UFA deals you’re going to see: 
Legitimate stars getting big money on fair-market deals, and everyone else getting big money on 
contracts their teams will eventually regret. 

There have been a handful of value signings, like Anton Stralman with Florida in 2014 and Brian Rafalski 
with Detroit in 2007, and Marian Gaborik at least put up elite numbers for the first few years of his big-
dollar deal with the Rangers from 2009. But this is another one where I think the right answer isn’t really 
in question. 

Best deal: Zdeno Chara, five years at $7.5 million with the Bruins, 2006 

This deal would equal nearly $14 million on today’s cap, but there’s just no way to pretend this wasn’t a 
huge win for the Bruins. Chara was everything they’d hoped for and far more, won the Norris in year 
three, and lifted a Cup as their captain in the final season of the deal. 

The bad side of the list is a lot longer. Among current deals, James Neal hasn’t worked. The jury might 
still be out on James van Riemsdyk and Tyler Myers. David Backes looks like a disaster. Mats Zuccarello 
seems OK, but not much more than that. Karl Alzner just got bought out. 

Going further back, we can find regrettable deals for Chris Drury (Rangers in 2007), Ryan Smyth 
(Colorado in 2007), Mike Komisarek (Toronto in 2009), Ryan Clowe (New Jersey in 2013) and Stephen 
Weiss (Detroit in 2013). You could go with any of those, but I’ve got another candidate. 

Worst deal: Dave Bolland, five years at $5.5 million with the Panthers, 2014 

Bolland struggled with injures a few years into this deal, but we’re not punishing guys for getting hurt – 
this contract made no sense from the moment it was signed. In fact, it made no sense well before that, 
as a bidding war over Bolland’s services ramped up between the Leafs, Panthers and other teams. 

When healthy, Bolland was a perfectly serviceable third-line center who had scored a Cup-winning goal, 
but he somehow transformed into the must-have signing of 2014. And yes, while I’m always happy to 
play the hindsight card, I was just as confused at the time, and said so more than once. And I was right! 
(Please do not look up any other opinions I’ve had on anything else in the past.) 

Six-year deals 
Now we’re into the good stuff. Which is to say, almost none of these are good. 

I’m honestly not even sure what to do with the “best” category here. Martin Havlat had a few good 
seasons after signing in Minnesota in 2009, but the last year of his deal was bought out so that can’t be 
our pick. Brandon Tanev’s been OK so far in Pittsburgh, I guess. Jason Garrison was pretty good in 
Vancouver. Dainius Zubrus was OK in New Jersey. That’s some pretty faint praise, so if I have to find one 
that’s actually good, I’ll have to go with an active player. 

Best deal: Ben Bishop, six years at $4.91 million with the Stars, 2017 

Yeah, I’m cheating here, at least a little. We’re just three years into this deal, and Bishop is 33 and hurt, 
so there’s still lots of time for it to go bad. (Also, it wasn’t technically a UFA signing, since the Stars 
traded for his negotiating rights in advance of the 2017 market opening, but we said that was OK.) 
Bishop’s been great for the Stars so far, at least when he’s healthy, so he gets the call. 
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The list of bad deals is a lot easier. You might be expecting to see the infamous Ville Leino Sabres signing 
here, which was very bad but at $4.5 million maybe slightly cheaper than you remember. James 
Wisniewski’s deal with the Blue Jackets didn’t work out. Neither did Anton Volchenkov for the Devils. As 
for Loui Eriksson and the Canucks, there’s still time, which is the main problem. 

But after back-to-back easy calls for the “best” side, I think this time it’s the bad deal that we can all 
agree on. 

Worst deal: Wade Redden, six years at $6.5 million with the Rangers, 2008 

This one should have worked. Redden was really good in Ottawa, and at 31, he wasn’t washed up when 
he signed with New York. But he was a bust almost immediately, and after two years he became the 
poster child for big-money deals being buried in the AHL. He was bought out after four seasons. 

Seven-year deals 

This is where we really start to see a significant shift in the timeline. For the early years of the cap era, 
contracts over six years in length were almost unheard of, then evolved into something reserved for the 
cream of the crop of each year’s UFA class. In more recent years, though, they start to become standard 
issue for just about anyone with a few good seasons on their resume. 

Do they tend to work out? They do not. They really, really do not. 

But I still need to come up with a good one. It would feel like cheating to go with Artemi Panarin just one 
year in, although obviously the Rangers are thrilled with the signing so far. John Tavares has been about 
what was expected through two years in Toronto. Keith Yandle has been good in Florida, but he’s 34 and 
has three years left so we’ll see. 

Going back and looking at deals that are already done, we have… uh… Scott Gomez? We all hated that 
deal and it was ultimately bought out, but he at least gave the Rangers a 70-point season and a nice haul 
in a trade, so maybe we galaxy-brain that one onto the good list? This is the level of desperation we’re 
working with. 

Instead, I’ll go with what seems like my only other option. 

Best deal: Matt Niskanen, seven years at $5.75 million with the Capitals, 2014 

He gave them five solid years including a Cup season, was traded, and then retired with a year left while 
still playing decent hockey. Is that great? No, but in this group it’s about the best we can ask for. 

Meanwhile, we could fill the bad section with just the July 1 signings from 2016, when teams handed out 
disastrous seven-year deals to Milan Lucic, Kyle Okposo and Andrew Ladd. Nathan Horton only lasted 
one year in Columbus due to injury. Ryan Malone in Tampa was another deal that was bought out. 

But I’ll go with what’s probably the obvious choice. 

Worst deal: David Clarkson, seven years at $5.25 million with the Maple Leafs, 2013 

The signing that spawned the original Bizarro-meter. Some loved it at the time, including certain 
segments of the media. Most of us saw it as a potential disaster right away, and said so. Meanwhile, 
Dave Nonis gave the game away by saying he wasn’t worried about years six and seven, only year one, 
while the rest of us were introduced to the concept of a buyout-proof contract. And then year one was 
worse than anyone could have imagined. Clarkson was an honest player who signed an offer that was 
put in front of him, but there’s a reason this deal lives in infamy. 

Eight years or longer 
These were fun, weren’t they folks? You can’t go over seven years for a UFA anymore; there’s been a 
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seven-year max since the 2013 CBA. But that still leaves us nearly a decade of signings where teams 
could go big on term, and we wouldn’t want to leave those ones out. 

The question is: Can we find any good ones? 

Well… maybe? Brian Campbell cost the Hawks a ton in 2008 – the equivalent to a cap hit north of $10 
million today – and was a salary dump midway through the deal, but he played well somewhere for all 
eight years. But I think it’s another Chicago signing that takes the crown here. 

Best deal: Marian Hossa, twelve years at $5.275 million with the Blackhawks, 2009 

Yes, we end the good section the way it began, with Marian Hossa. It was a perfect fit for the young 
Hawks, and a big piece of three Cups in the next six years. Sure, Hossa didn’t come close to playing out 
the whole term, and plenty of fans still think the way the Hawks shook free of the deal was shady. But 
that was half the idea behind those backloaded deals back then, and even if Chicago was still stuck with 
his cap hit for years to come, I don’t see how they’d regret eight years of a Hall of Famer. 

On the bad side, we could certainly look at a pair of 2011 deals, as Christian Ehrhoff’s 10-year, $4 million 
AAV deal with the Sabres and Brad Richards’ nine-year, $6.66 million AAV deal with the Rangers both 
ended in early buyouts. So did the eight-year Danny Briere deal with the Flyers from 2007, but I know 
that plenty of Philadelphia fans still love the guy. Ryan Suter and Zach Parise have been right on the 
fence in Minnesota, with a lot of years left that could get painful. And of course, the monster Ilya 
Kovalchuk signing in 2010 put New Jersey on the hook for $6.66 million over an outrageous 15 years, 
and only his surprise jump to the KHL saved the Devils from themselves. 

But yeah, there’s no real question here. 

Worst deal: Ilya Bryzgalov, nine years at $5.67 million with the Flyers, 2011 

Why you heff to be bad? 

On its own, it’s a terrible deal, one that was bought out after only two years. In context, it’s even worse, 
as the Flyers traded away Jeff Carter and Mike Richards to clear room, then dumped Sergei Bobrovsky a 
year later. Maybe you can argue that the Carter and Richards deals worked out, but in the bigger picture 
there’s no way to defend this mess, or to avoid wondering what might have been. 

You could make a good case that the Bryzgalov deal isn’t just the worst deal in this section, but the 
single worst of the cap era, period. 
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Sportsnet.ca / NHL off-season winners and losers through one weekend of free 
agency 
By Rory Boylen – October 14, 2020 
 

Ah, Canadian Thanksgiving weekend. A time for turkey, stuffing, pumpkin pie and...NHL free agency. 

It's not exactly tradition that we're talking NHL off-season at this point in the year. Usually we're parsing 
through the early days of a new season, seeing the fruits of trades and signings made months prior, and 
watching predictions start to play out. Instead, in 2020, those roster changes are just beginning, and 
four days after free agency opened, most of the big names have been signed, a few trades have been 
made and we've gotten an idea of who are the early winners sitting pretty, and who are the early losers 
that must get into gear before long. 

It's an off-season like no other in a year we'd rather soon forget, and in a marketplace that is pinching 
almost every organization's pocketbook. Here's how we see it after Canada's October long weekend. 

WINNERS 
Vegas Golden Knights 
Sign the biggest free agent and it's pretty hard to not end up in the winner category. The Golden 
Knights, seemingly always in on available star players, inked 30-year-old defenceman Alex Pietrangelo to 
a seven-year contract with an AAV of $8.8 million. So, despite the depressed market, Pietrangelo still got 
his payday. Will it sour on Vegas toward the end when he's in his late-30s? Perhaps. But you can hardly 
be worried about that right now when the window to win is wide open. The aggression to get there 
should be commended. 

Now, this deal doesn't come without its consequences. Vegas was already tight to the cap, so the 
Pietrangelo signing forced them to sell 29-year-old, top-four defenceman Nate Schmidt for pennies on 
the dollar, returning just a third-round pick two years from now. A Pietrangelo signing in Vegas was 
always going to mean trading someone out, so before it was even official, a number of Golden Knights 
players had their names mentioned in trade rumours. Schmidt, Marc-Andre Fleury, Max Pacioretty, Alec 
Martinez, Jonathan Marchessault. Paul Stastny was traded to Winnipeg last week to clear room. Almost 
all of those players chose to sign or re-sign in Vegas and a couple had to be cast aside to give someone 
else a big-money, long-term deal. 

Getting Pietrangelo today is certainly a big win and an upgrade on the back end, but this way of 
conducting business may not be ideal in the long term. 

"Part of the problem in Vegas is going to be they can't keep bringing guys in and giving them long-term 
deals and quitting on them after two years," Brian Burke said Saturday, before the Pietrangelo signing. 
"This is going to get very old. This is almost the cycle of a junior team where you come in, you build for 
two years and then you replace everybody. That's not how it works in the NHL and guys will stop going 
there as a free agent destination if they realize two years in they're going to get chopped." 

After the Pietrangelo news on Monday night, GM Kelly McCrimmon confirmed that Robin Lehner 
required what he called "clean up surgery" and that they would start next season with Lehner and Fleury 
in the crease after they couldn't move the latter's $7-million cap hit. That will leave them with a very 
solid, if a bit expensive, goalie tandem, which will be necessary in what's expected to be a compacted 
2020-21 schedule. 

https://www.sportsnet.ca/nhl/nhl-off-season-winners-losers-one-weekend-free-agency/
https://www.sportsnet.ca/nhl/nhl-off-season-winners-losers-one-weekend-free-agency/
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The Golden Knights know they have an opportunity to win some time over the next two or three years 
(at least) and they're leaning into that. They are a better team today than they were last week and that's 
what it's all about right now. 

Vancouver Canucks 
Write this a day earlier and the Canucks would be in the losers column, and it's certainly not been a 
clean start to the off-season. The story on Tuesday morning could easily have been about the 
disappointment of losing all three of their biggest UFAs -- Jacob Markstrom, Chris Tanev, Tyler Toffoli -- 
which was almost unthinkable after their promising playoff run ended. Those were all tough losses to be 
sure, but some of those bad feelings were put to rest not by a signing, but by the acquisition of Schmidt 
for basically nothing. 

Vancouver was always in a tough spot with their top priority free agent this off-season. Markstrom was 
in perfect position to cash in on salary and term following an excellent season and at 30 years old and it 
was probably his last chance to do so. Had Vancouver given him the six years and $6-million cap hit with 
a full no-movement clause Calgary did, it would have most likely meant 24-year-old Thatcher Demko 
was going to Seattle in next year's expansion draft. Being married to that decision before really knowing 
what the promising netminder could be -- and just as Quinn Hughes and Elias Pettersson would need big 
new contracts -- could have left the Canucks in a tough spot. Ideally, they'd keep the expansion draft 
flexibility and not commit too much to the goaltending position. 

So, they bought low (two years and a $4.3 million AAV to be exact) on 2016 Vezina Trophy winner 
Braden Holtby to bridge that gap, and his modified no-trade clause means the Canucks can protect 
Demko from the Kraken. Holtby brings risk as he's fallen from his perch among the best goalies in the 
league, and finished with a putrid .897 save percentage this season, but the potential upside and 
expansion flexibility is appealing. Whether it's the older decorated goalie or the young up-and-comer, 
they only need one of them to be going for the Markstrom loss to not be such a bad thing. 

In Schmidt, the Canucks get an excellent play-driving defenceman to eat minutes in the top-four, and 
someone who is familiar with Holtby from their time with the Capitals (Jay Beagle too!). The knock is 
that Schmidt's contract may be a tad too long with five years remaining, but he helps ensure a smooth 
transition as the likes of Jack Rathbone and Olli Juolevi make their way up to the pros. He stabilizes what 
could have been a disastrous start to Vancouver's off-season -- the Canucks aren't runaway winners 
here, but suddenly aren't in as bad shape as they were looking Monday morning. 

With RFAs Adam Gaudette and Jake Virtanen still unsigned, GM Jim Benning will probably still have to 
move some money out, so it's going to be difficult to replace Toffoli. But they went from staring at a 
capital "L" in the loss column to a decent spot overall with one big win of a trade. It was never going to 
be an easy off-season in Vancouver, so the context of how they got here is important. 

Taylor Hall 
Like everyone, we're certainly surprised at where the top free agent forward ended up, but he played 
the market to get a competitive salary in a flat cap, and bet on himself to be in a better position for a 
more lucrative deal a year from now. 

Hall's one-year, $8-million contract with Buffalo gives the Sabres a Hart Trophy winner to play with Jack 
Eichel, and under Ralph Krueger, a coach Hall is familiar with from their one season together in 
Edmonton. Eichel and Hall could be a heck of a duo and put in front of Eric Staal and Jeff Skinner on the 
second unit, the Sabres have a much-improved situation up front (on paper). 

So Hall put himself in a spot to play with an elite centre, which should allow him to put up bigger 
numbers again and grow his market for next year's free agency. The Sabres, as exactly happened with 
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Skinner, will have until the trade deadline to get established in the playoff race and make a call to either 
sell off Hall, or pay up to re-sign him before he goes to market. It could be a tough place for the team, 
but it's a great one for the player. 

Montreal Canadiens 
Scoring was a need for the Canadiens this off-season and they've certainly added some upside there. 

On Monday, signing Tyler Toffoli for four years at a cap hit of $4.25 million was a nice bit of business 
from Marc Bergevin, who signed the winger for less than his previous deal. The 28-year-old Toffoli 
finished the year strong in Vancouver after a late-season trade from Los Angeles, and though he comes 
with a chance of 30-goal upside, it's been five years since he's hit that mark. Toffoli gets his share of 
opportunities, but always seems to have a lower shooting percentage than he should. Is he due for a 
rebound, or is he just not a finisher at a 30-goal level? We'll find out in Montreal, where Toffoli will be 
put in a plum position to help drive offence. 

When you consider that signing with the earlier trades for Joel Edmundson and Jake Allen, the Habs 
have more depth everywhere. Acquiring Josh Anderson for Max Domi certainly brings risk, and signing 
the power forward to a seven-year deal with a $5.5 million cap hit after he scored just a single goal last 
season heightens that even moreso. But Anderson, too, is two years removed from a 27-goal year and if 
you consider Domi was playing the wing rather than his more natural place at centre, the Habs now 
have a player who fits their needs a little more cleanly. 

As division rivals Tampa Bay struggle to deal with the cap and getting all its players back, Boston is slow 
out of the gate (more on them below) and Toronto shifts its identity, Montreal has been making strides 
to add size, depth and the goal scoring upside they lacked in the playoffs. Don't sleep on the Canadiens, 
who have taken some risk, but are unquestionably a better team now with the chance to be really tough 
to handle. 

LOSERS 
Chicago Blackhawks 
They've been fading since their last Stanley Cup win, so maybe an abrupt move into a "rebuild" is what 
this organization needs in the long run. But after a qualification round upset over Edmonton and an 
official playoff appearance, some of the veterans weren't happy about it. 

“Bottom line is, I want to win,” captain Jonathan Toews told The Athletic. “The expectation for the other 
leaders on this team and myself is to come ready to training camp every year to be a playoff team. We 
prepare ourselves to win a Cup for our fans. I’ve never been told that we were going through a rebuild. 
That has never been communicated to me, for that matter. A lot of this comes as a shock because it’s a 
completely different direction than we expected.” 

Corey Crawford was reportedly offered only a one-year deal by Chicago and ended up signing in New 
Jersey. Sure, he's a 35-year-old goalie in a crowded market, but he's been great when healthy (.917 save 
percentage in 2019-20) and it's not as though GM Stan Bowman brought in a replacement. The Hawks 
currently have Malcolm Subban and Collin Delia in the crease. 

Brandon Saad's 20-plus goal upside was traded to Colorado for Nikita Zadorov and Anton Lindholm. 
Drake Caggiula was not qualified. It's not that the Hawks weren't in need of some sort of re-tool, but 
was this the best off-season to start it in? Is this even really a rebuild, given that the Hawks only have six 
picks (all of their own) in next year's draft and haven't added any at all? It's not even clear the moves 
made so far this off-season leave the Hawks more likely to return to contender status with Toews and 
Patrick Kane still atop their games. 

And now management is being called out for their actions by the captain? Not a winning look. 
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Boston Bruins 
It wasn't all bad for the Bruins over the weekend. Signing Nashville cast-off Craig Smith for three years 
and a $3.1 million AAV is good value for a 20-goal winger with top-six upside. It's just... that's where the 
good ended. 

Torey Krug was lost to the St. Louis Blues and not replaced. The Oliver Ekman-Larsson market closed 
without a trade. The idea of adding Hall never came to fruition. 

The fact is Boston was never really close on Krug at all and the defenceman said the most recent offer 
Boston made to him was pulled off the table. Whether or not you think Krug's $6.5 million AAV for seven 
years is worth it, his loss is considerable. More minutes and pressure fall on Matt Grzelcyk, who is an 
unsigned RFA. Boston has about $11 million in cap space with he and Jake DeBrusk still unsigned (and 
UFA Zdeno Chara for that matter) so there won't be a ton of room to make things considerably better. 

Arizona Coyotes 
The Coyotes are caught in a tough no-man's land as new management takes over, between a need to 
reach the playoffs and a need to accumulate draft picks again. They moved toward neither of those 
goals over the weekend. 

They lost Hall to free agency, as expected, after acquiring him for first- and second-round picks -- an 
expensive rental for a team in such a tenuous position in the West's playoff picture. Vinnie Hinostroza 
wasn't qualified and was lost in free agency. And Ekman-Larsson, their No. 1 defenceman who could 
hopefully bring back a collection of futures, had a window where he waived his no-move clause closed 
without a deal being struck. 

The Coyotes lost important pieces and, with a roster size of 21, have next to no salary cap space. They 
have no first-round pick next year. We can't think they're done and that a meaningful trade must be 
ahead at some point, but it's also not the best time to find anything substantial in that market. 

If you want to try moving Darcy Kuemper, the goalie market is in favour of the buyers and it appears 
most of those moves have been made. If you want to move Phil Kessel, you'd be selling at a low and 
probably have to retain salary. If you want to try Clayton Keller to bring back futures, well, there aren't 
many teams that could take on that $7.15-million cap hit and give Arizona a return they could "win" the 
deal with. 

 

 


